In a momentous development for criminal defendants in New York, the gap has been closed.
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Until recently, there was a huge hurdle for criminal defendants who sought to attack their convictions based on innocence or errors, demonstrable by evidence outside the record: They had no right to counsel. A new law removes that hurdle.

The vehicle for these situations is not the direct appeal, which is based on a review of the trial record. Instead, a CPL 440.10 motion, asking the trial court to set aside the judgment of conviction, must be filed. The most common claim is ineffective assistance of counsel. Defective representation takes many forms, including the failure to make a dispositive motion; erroneous advice on immigration consequences; and the failure to do an investigation or use an expert.

Standards vs. Practice

In theory, any attorney assigned to an appeal should consider whether a post-conviction application might be warranted. That is what the Criminal Justice
Section Standards of the American Bar Association and the Appellate Standards and Best Practices of the New York State Office of Indigent Legal Services say. Those standards indicate that a defendant’s rights might not be adequately protected when counsel limits representation to the direct appeal.

New York City’s institutional appellate defenders and a few defender offices outside the City, have vibrant post-conviction practices. But for “18-B counsel”—private attorneys who take assignments under County Law article 18-B and handle many upstate appeals—there has been a disconnect between standards and practice. Some appellate courts may grant permission for a post-conviction motion, but practices are not formal or uniform. Uncertainty about compensation may dissuade counsel from making these motions.

Until a trial judge ordered an evidentiary hearing to resolve the motion, there was no statutory right to counsel for a CPL article 440 motion. Two Catch-22s were built into that situation. First, how could a pro se defendant be expected to do an effective enough job to win the right to a hearing? Second, appellate decisions frequently declare that the record is inadequate to decide ineffective assistance claims; such issue often involves matters outside the courtroom, including counsel’s purported strategic reasons for action or inaction. The reviewing court will state that the defendant must do a CPL 440.10 motion, yet often no attorney is assigned to give the defendant a fighting chance.

**Momentous Amendment**

In a momentous development for criminal defendants in New York, the gap has been closed. Last summer, lawmakers passed a bill to amend to County Law §722 to provide that the attorney assigned to a direct appeal—or a trial 18-B attorney—can do a CPL 440.10 motion and be compensated. On
November 8, Governor Cuomo signed the bill into law, and it went into effect immediately. The bill also authorizes assigned attorneys to do CPL 440.20 motions seeking to set aside illegal sentences. Such applications are typically not time-consuming compared to 440.10 motions, yet they can result in sizeable reductions in clients’ sentences.

The bill, sponsored by Assemblywoman Vivian Cook, D-Queens, and Sen. Jamaal Bailey, D-Bronx, provides for reform long championed by the New York State Defenders Association (NYSDA) and Alfred O’Connor, formerly Senior Litigation Counsel at NYSDA. See Alfred O’Connor, “Bill Seeks to End Disparity in Scope of Appellate Representation,” NYLJ (Nov. 9, 2018).

In anticipation of the new law, a session on CPL article 440 motions was included in a recent appellate training program in Albany presented by the State Office of Indigent Legal Services and NYSDA earlier this year. Presenter Claudia Trupp, Director of the Justice First and Client Re-entry Projects at the Center for Appellate Litigation (CAL) in NYC, gave the attendees guidance in, and a glimpse of, the power of CPL 440.10 applications.

**Post-Conviction Investigation**

She described a client who was convicted of a sexual assault against another Rikers Island inmate and sentenced to 20 years to life. The client was so adamant that he was innocent that Trupp delved deep. She tracked down other inmates. They said that nothing happened. She read deposition transcripts from a civil lawsuit brought against the state by the purported victim. The correction officers deposed said nothing happened. Trupp visited the Rikers cell block. It was impossible for the crime to have occurred as the
complainant had testified. She obtained a Corrections report revealing that the complainant told another inmate that he was going to make up a sex scandal to get off the cell block.

That was Trupp’s first post-conviction case. In the ensuing two decades, she learned to begin every case believing the client—until facts change her position. She talks at length to clients as part of intensive screenings, where she is looking for a “defined lead” before deciding to commit resources for an investigation.

Relevant factors include repeated protestations of innocence; a confession that did not match the details of the crime; and a crime that was out character for the client. Other red flags are suspicious identifications; an obvious line of investigation not pursued; and reliance on jailhouse informants—indicating that the prosecution had a weak case. After screening, Trupp gives the green light to 10% to 15% of cases reviewed. In most cases chosen, the client at least wins a hearing, and in some, he or she wins a new trial or dismissal of charges.

What happened to the Rikers Island client serving 20 years to life? Thanks to a CPL 440.10 motion, he was exonerated and freed. Upon hearing about that victory, the audience at the recent training erupted in applause. Trupp told the attendees that the client has stayed in touch and recently called from Utah to say, “I’m watching the sunset. It’s beautiful here.”
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